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INTRODUCTION
IN THE present paper we prove existence theorems for nonselfadjoint real boundary value problems for semilinear ordinary differential equations x@) + pl(t)x("-') + . . . + P"(f)X = f(r) + g (f, x(t)) > 0 < r < a, (1) n-1 ,zo
U,jX'j'(O)
+ bhjX(j)(U) = 0, h = 1,. . .y my (2) where the coefficients p,(t) are continuous functions on [0, a] , pa(t) > 0, and the ah,, b, are constants.
Our results show that, even for nonselfadjoint boundary value problems, a limited quantitative form of the Landesman and Lazer sufficient condition for existence holds. Moreover, further extensions are obtained of the recent form proposed by Shaw of the Landesman and Laxer theorem.
The point of departure of the present paper is the theorem of Landesman and Lazer [ll] , which represents a necessary and sufficient condition in order that a selfadjoint real elliptic partial differential equation of order 2, Ex = f(r) + g (x) , r E G, with x = 0 on aG, has a weak solution x E Wk2(G), where G is a bounded domain in EC!", g: R + R is continuous with finite limits g(-x) f g(+m), andf E L,(G). This remarkable theorem was extended by Williams [15] and by De Figueiredo [lo] to elliptic problems of order 2n and nonlinearity g depending on derivatives of orders <2n -1. The same theorem was then extended by Shaw [14] to nonselfadjoint boundary value problems for partial differential equations with p = q < =, p = dim ker E, q = dim ker E*, where E* is the adjoint of E, provided corresponding elements of ker E and ker E*, share the same regions of positivity and negativity. In particular, for ordinary differential equations with n = 1, p = q = 1, this condition is always satisfied, and the Landesman and Lazer theorem holds. For their results, Landesman and Laxer, as well as Williams and Shaw made use of ideas from the alternative method (see, e.g. [6] ).
In the present paper, we first analyze further the alternative method, for the case where oc>psq 2 0, and there is an orthonormal basis (wi, . . ., us) of ker E" and orthornormal elements @i, . . ., G4 in ker E such that the q x q matrix M = (w,, &), s, i = 1, . . . , q, is not singular. Thus, if in particular @i = ui, i = 1, . . ., q, then M is the identity matrix and this condition is satisfied. Also, for p = q = 1, if wi and r#~i share the same regions of positivity and negativity (Shaw' Under these assumptions, the map S: ker E* + ker E with S-'(O) = {0}, which is variously defined in the alternative method, can be so chosen that the map S: ker E* --, X0, is linear, 1 -1, and onto, and SQ: Y --, Xol, restricted to &i, is the identity.
On the basis of this particular map S, we present a new argument in dealing with the bifurcation equation QNx = 0. We then obtain a new existence theorem for problem (l), (2) .
with I/& < c, a suitable constant, which allows a remarkable freedom for the continuous Lipschitzian function g.
THE LINEAR OPERATOR E IN LJO. a]
Here J stands for a closed interval [0, a] of the real line. and D(T). R(T), ker T denote the domain, the range, and the null space or kernel of a linear operator T. We consider the boundary value problem rx sx(n) +p&)x("-') 
where y is a suitable constant independent off. We note that, since ]]x]]$" generates a stronger topology on D(E) n (ker E)' than the norm ]I&, then H can be viewed also as a continuous map of R(E) to S with both having the Lz norm.
We denote by N the Nemitsky operator defined by Nx = f(f) + g(t, x(t)) for x E S, f E Lz, so that g(r, x(t)) 1s measurable and bounded, and N : S+ S, D(N) = S 1 SC") = D(E). Problem (l), (2) now takes the form Ex = Nx, x E D(E). (4)
Let P : S ---, S and Q : S + S denote the orthogonal projections of S onto ker E and ker E* respectively, namely
for y E S, so that
PP = P. QQ = Q, PS = ker E, QS = ker E* = coker E, (I -P)S = (ker E)', (I -Q)S = (ker E*), = Z?(E).

It is well known that equation Ex = equations
Nx splits into the system of auxiliary and bifurcation
We consider now a particularization of (l), (2) 
and that R(E) fl C is closed in C. Indeed R(E) is closed in L2, convergence in C implies convergence in Lt, and hence R(E) rl C is closed in C. Also, E : 
(E) n C, X, = C rl (ker E)'. X0 = ker E, Y. = ker E*, and equation Ex = Nx, x E D,(E), still splits into the two equations
Any solution x E X of this system is an element x = x0 + x1, x0 = Px E ker E, x, E Do(E) fl (ker E)' and is a solution of problem (l), (2) . The uniform topology in C = X = Y is defined by the usual Sup norm in [0, a], or ]I ]Ics, and, in this norm, we cannot expect P and Q to have norm one, but necessarily 2 1:
Actually, we shall denote by these letters constants such that llPxl17 s cII/xII,, /I(1 -P)xllx ss 44 for all x E X3 llQvllr s c~IIYII~~ IIU -Q>YII m s c411yllm for all Y E Y, and llf~4~ G Lllyll, 
for given numbers R,,, r > 0. Let xoz E X0, be arbitrary, take x = xol + x02 + xi, xol E So, xi E Si, and let us consider the transformation T : xol + xoz + xl + loI + fez + Xl defined by T:
Since we shall treat x0? as an arbitrary element of Xo2, it is convenient to consider T as a transformation x + ? with x' = (x*. xl). x' = (a*, 17: ). With this convention. it is immediate that T maps R into X0, + X1.
We assume now that for some constants Ro, r, k, c, C, D, p > 0 and r' 2 0, we have
Ig(t. z)l 6 C for (t, z) E J x R, Iz/ c R. + r + r',
]g(t.y)-g(t,=))~Di??-zj
foralltEJ,lyJ,Iy~,JzJ~Ro+r+r',
Iz-kg(t,z)(spR,
fortEJ,jzlGRo,
Lc,(c+C)sr,
kc5(c + D(r + r')) s (1 -pc5)Ro, r' = 0 ifp = q.
(15)
We have already assumed before that Proof. We understand that if p = q then r' = 0. For p 2 q and r' = 0 we take xo2 = 0, xoz E X,,2. If r' > 0 we take any element xo2 E X,u with )1x0& s r'. Thus, x = xol + xo2 + x1, xol E &, xo2 E XoZ, xi E X1. Let us show that T maps n into itself. We note that, for (x0,, x1) E 52, hence ~~~~~~~~ 6 Ro, hII= c r, we certainly have, by (9) and (14), ( 
11, I(= = IIH(Z -Q)lf(t> + g(r, x(t>)lils c kdc + Cl 6 r,
and R1 E Sr.
For xol E So, that is, (/xolj)~ G Ro, and xi E Si, we have now, by (9), where xol E X0, hence SQxol = xol, and the first bracket is zero. Moreover Jxo,(r)J G R, and, by (13) , /x0,(r) -kg(t, xoi(t)l G pRo We have now, by (15) , lfol(t)l s 0 + pcsRo + kc5c + kc5D(r + r') 6 Ro, and X01 E S. To complete the proof of (4.i) we must show that TQ is compact in the topology of C[O, a]. Indeed, for (xol, xi) E !2, (Xol, A?,) = T(xo,, x1) E TQ, then fi is in X, and by (3) The elementsR,, of TS2 are elements of X0, which is finite dimensional and they are equibounded since l~Z~~(t)l 6 Ro. Thus, TQ is a relatively compact subset of the closed convex set 52 in the topology of X = C [O, u] . By Schauder's fixed point theorem T has at least one fixed point in R. Theorem (4.i) is thereby proved.
AN EXAMPLE
Let us consider the problem This problem has the nonzero solution y(t) = 1, 0 s r s a, and ker E* = {d}, q = 1. By normalization we have ~(t)=3a-3~2(t-~a/3), ClI(r)=u-"2, OSlSU, ker E = {c+}, ker E* = {dw}. p = q = 1.
Here @ and o do not share regions of positivity and negativity.
The relation x = HY is now defined by the set of equations
0
We could express H by an integral operator and estimate H by estimating the kernel. We prefer here to solve problem (18) directly, obtaining the estimates step by step. IAl s (1/9)a21~x"[i,.
From the relation J$ x(t)(t -a/3) dt = 0 we derive now (20)
(1,9)a~,B, =z (1/6)U?JAI : (l,u',(8.81);1;:.',,,,
By using estimates (20) and (21), and by separating the cases 0 G t G u/3 and u/3 G r G a, we obtain from (19),
Thus, in the topology of C we have (lH(\ G (65/216)a3.
To estimate (IQ11 we note that, for y E Y, we have Thus, /IQ11 G I and, since Q is a projection, also /IQ/l = 1. To estimate S we note that. for y E YO, we have y = d#o = diFa-' ', hence 
ANOTHER EXAMPLE
Let us consider the problem
The homogeneous problem x"' + Azx' = 0 with the same boundary conditions (24) has the nonzero solution x(t) = -~A+sinAt,O~t~u,andkerE={c(-~A+sinht)},p=l. This problem has the nonzero solution y(f) = sin At, 0 G t s a, and ker E* = {d sin At}, CJ = 1. By normalization we have
Here C$ and w do not share regions of positivity and negativity.
The relation x = Hy is now defined by the set of equations 
